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Camperdown Academy Middle School
Creative Book Report Project #2
Summer 2019

The second book report is more creative and is based on a book that you choose. Select one project to
showcase your creativity. This project should be neat and detailed enough to prove that you read and
understood the book. It should take you several work sessions to complete. You will present your work to your
classmates, so create something that you will be proud to display. Ask someone to proofread your work so that
your finished project is free from spelling, punctuation, and grammar errors.
Important! Label your project with your name.
1. Front Page News: Imitate the layout of the front page of a newspaper on 11 x 17 paper or poster
board. Summarize your book’s plot in one article, cover the weather in another, and do a feature story
on one of the more interesting characters in another. Think of two things that could be for sale, and
write an ad for each. Include a picture with at least two of your articles.
2. ABC Book: Create an ABC Book by using each letter of the alphabet to represent something from your
book. Your book should have one page for each letter of the alphabet, plus a cover. Paper should be no
larger than 8 ½ by 11 inches. Your cover should include a title for your project and a colorful picture.
Each letter should be clearly visible and larger than the writing on the page. Each page should have 13
sentences explaining what the letter stands for. At least 10 letters should also include a picture that
represents what the letter stands for. Pictures should be in color. Additional pictures are welcome.
Typing your sentences will give your project a neat appearance.
3. 3D Model: If the book you read were a movie you could watch in your head, on which scene would you
want to click pause? Build this important scene. Make it threedimensional, and include plenty of
details. Be prepared to explain what is happening in the scene and why it is important to the book. Due
to space limitations, your entire project must be smaller than 12 inches long, wide, or tall.
4. Google Slide Presentation: Create a presentation with at least 12 slides. These should include key
points about important elements of the story (setting, characters, plot) as well as your personal opinion
of the book. Choose one or two images for each slide, and add sentences or phrases to convey your
important point. Insert animations and transitions that add interest to your presentation, but do not
distract your audience from your point. Share your presentation with your tutor from last year as well as
Mrs. Tracie Segura (tsegura@camperdown.org) with the words “Summer Book Project – Google
Slides” in the subject line.
5. Be the character: Prepare a costume that represents an important character. Write an interview with
10 questions and detailed answers. Bring the costume to school. You will wear it to present your
interview. A teacher will ask the questions, and you will answer as if you were the character. You may
video the presentation ahead of time if you wish.
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